Abstract-In this paper, we present a probabilistic framework for goal-driven spoken dialog systems. A new dynamic stochastic state (DS-state) is then defined to characterize the goal set of a dialog state at different stages of the dialog process. Furthermore, an entropy minimization dialog management (EMDM) strategy is also proposed to combine with the DS-states to facilitate a robust and efficient solution in reaching a user's goals. A song-on-demand task, with a total of 38 117 songs and 12 attributes corresponding to each song, is used to test the performance of the proposed approach. In an ideal simulation, assuming no errors, the EMDM strategy is the most efficient goal-seeking method among all tested approaches, returning the correct song within 3.3 dialog turns on average. Furthermore, in a practical scenario, with top five candidates to handle the unavoidable automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language understanding (NLU) errors, the results show that only 61.7% of the dialog goals can be successfully obtained in 6.23 dialog turns on average when random questions are asked by the system, whereas if the proposed DS-states are updated with the top five candidates from the SLU output using the proposed EMDM strategy executed at every DS-state, then a 86.7% dialog success rate can be accomplished effectively within 5.17 dialog turns on average. We also demonstrate that entropy-based DM strategies are more efficient than non-entropy based DM. Moreover, using the goal set distributions in EMDM, the results are better than those without them, such as in sate-of-the-art database summary DM.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
POKEN dialog systems enable a human user to acquire information and services by interacting with a computer agent using spoken languages [1] , [2] . Many such systems have been implemented to provide a variety of services, such as call routing [3] , flight booking [4] , weather forecasting [5] and restaurants recommendation [6] . In the era of today's mobile internet, with the rapid technological advances in automatic speech recognition (ASR) [7] - [9] and natural language understanding (NLU) [10] - [16] , voice assistant applications, such as Apple's Siri [17] , Google's Voice Actions 1 , and iFlyTek Lingxi 2 , have begun to change individuals' daily life. The systems mentioned above are all task-oriented, focusing on solving practical problems for users in various domains.
Broadly speaking, a spoken dialog system consists of three major components. First, an input module handles the user utterances and attempts to extract the user intentions, which normally performs ASR and NLU sequentially to achieve spoken language understanding (SLU). Next, a control module manages a dialog session and decides what actions the system should take to reach the user's goal [18] . Finally, an output module executes the system actions for the user. This paper primarily focuses on the control module.
A dialog is an interactive process between a user and a computer agent. In such a process, three basic concepts apply, namely: state, action and policy [1] . A state is commonly used to describe the current circumstances of a dialog process [18] . Typically, a dialog state can be factored into a number of simple discrete components that are extracted from distinct sources, such as a dialog goal, a set of user's inputs and a dialog history [19] . An action often refers what the system can perform to interact with the user, e.g., a query to solicit further information from the user [1] . Finally, a policy usually characterizes the strategy used by a system to determine which action to take in the current system state [20] .
To achieve the dialog goal successfully and efficiently, dialog management (DM) performed by the control module is regarded as a core issue related to the design of a spoken dialog system. First, the DM module must maintain the states of the dialog process, considering both the dialog history and the user's inputs. Second, the DM module must choose a system action based on the current state in accordance with a certain policy. Conventional methods [21] - [23] generally handle the dialog processes in a deterministic way. They assume that the system must be in a certain predefined state, and a system action is chosen according to some manually specified rules. Many graph-based [21] and frame-based systems [22] , [23] are typical examples of these so-called rule-based techniques. They are often effective and easy to implement for simple tasks. However, it can become extremely difficult to design rules for complex scenarios.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed that attempt to determine the optimal actions through statistical models [24] - [26] instead of manually specified rules. These models are generally based on the Markov decision process (MDP) [27] - [29] , and the DM strategies that are used to select actions based on the current state are optimized through reinforcement learning [30] . To address ASR and NLU errors, an improved framework called partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [31] has been proposed. Rather than maintaining one hypothesis for a state, the POMDP framework maintains a probability distribution over all possible dialog states [32] . Several approaches have thus been developed to track hidden dialog states [19] , [20] , [33] , [34] . Scalability is assumed to be a major difficulty of the POMDP framework. The number of potential states grows exponentially during a dialog process, causing the computational complexity of exact POMDP optimization to increase astronomically [32] . Because of the difficulties of collecting sufficient real dialog data, the training of the dialog policies typically relies on user simulators [24] , [35] . Because the behavior of the simulated users is not perfectly realistic, the resulting policies are likely to significantly under-perform when compared with the policies trained on real interactive data [36] .
Other researchers have attempted to exploit data mining techniques to summarize the back-end database and generate specific queries to address to users in a cooperative manner [37] , [38] . In such an approach, the DM module scans the database in every turn of the dialog process. It filters the database based on the user's intentions and preferences, and the resulting items are used to determine the content of the summary and the system actions. These resulting queries tend to ask users about the attributes with the highest uncertainty [37] , as the answers to these queries should allow for a maximum reduction of the search space. It was demonstrated that the dialog process will be more efficient if the dialog system can generate questions that are suitable for the user based on the intentional summaries. One shortcoming of this database summary dialog management (DSDM) approach is that it implicitly assumes that all attributes are uniformly distributed. However, this assumption prevents the integration of a realistic prior distribution of the database entries into DM in which those attributes with higher entropies [37] could be taken into account.
In this paper, we first present a probabilistic framework for representing spoken dialog systems. A dynamic stochastic state (DS-state) is then defined based on the distribution over the goal set of a dialog. Such a state is capable of characterizing the overall situation of a dialog process just like the state definitions used in state-of-the-art dialog systems (e.g., [29] , [31] ). Leveraging on the probabilistic framework and the new DS-state, an entropy minimization dialog management (EMDM) strategy is finally proposed. It will be shown in the paper that this entropy-based approach is the best strategy for achieving the dialog goals effectively with the highest dialog success rate and efficiently with the least number of dialog turns in both ideal and practical systems.
We test the proposed approach on a Song-On-Demand (SoD) task with an access to a total of 38,117 songs with a set of 12 attributes associate with each song. In ideal conditions without ASR and NLU errors, 8.3 dialog turns are required on average to return the correct song if random questions are asked by the dialog system. In comparison, the proposed EMDM strategy proves to be very efficient, requiring only 3.3 dialogue turns on average to identify a song. Furthermore, if the prior distribution over the goal set is considered, the proposed approach can provide a much better performance than other strategies. In a real testing scenario, there will be unavoidable ASR and NLU errors in the outputs of the SLU module. Such errors might cause the dialog task to fail or to require more turns of interaction resulting in only a small dialog success rate of 61.7% when random questions are asked by the dialog system, achieving the dialog goals within 6.23 turns on average. To improve the system performance, a set of top-5 candidates from the SLU results is used to update the DS-states, and the EMDM strategy is then utilized to generate the next question. It is found that 86.7% of the dialogs can be successfully completed within 5.17 dialogue turns on average. This represents a significant improvement over the random strategy in success rate and with fewer dialog turns.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details the probabilistic framework. Section III describes the task and the corresponding database used for concept illustration and experimental evaluations. Then, the proposed dynamic stochastic state is first introduced in Section IV. Next the proposed entropy minimization dialog management strategy is presented in Section V. The evolution of the DS-states based on the multiple candidates outputs of the SLU module with potential ASR and SLU errors is illustrated in Section VI. Subsequently, Section VII describes the experimental setup and presents an analysis of the results. Finally, we conclude our findings in Section VIII.
II. PROBABILISTIC DIALOG REPRESENTATION
Typically, there is a structured database on the back-end of any goal-driven information access system. The entries and their corresponding information on represent the potential dialog goals, denoted by , that are sought by a user of the dialog system. denotes the number of entities in . Each database entry is often associated with a common set of attributes , where is the number of attributes. In a dialog process, to obtain the specific information and help to reach the user's goal quickly, the system presents a sequence of questions, which can be denoted by . Then, the user provides a sequence of responses, denoted by . Each is the user response to the system question . The pair forms an interaction, or a dialog turn of a dialog process. To begin a dialog, the system is usually in the initial state,
. After each turn of interaction, the dialog process evolves with a sequence of new states as follows: , then it is a multiple-interaction dialog system, and the probability of the entire dialog process is represented by:
where denotes a dialog interaction history represented by a sequence of pairs up to state . The primary objective in managing the dialog process is to generate a system question at the th dialog interaction based on the back-end database and the past interaction history, . Thus, dialog management represents a strategy for accomplishing the user's intended goal while optimizing a given set of performance metrics, such as maximizing the dialog success rate and minimizing the required number of dialog interactions, .
In the initial state, , each potential goal, , in the back-end database , has a prior probability:
. In the th turn of the interaction, based on the immediate past state, , the dialog system can generate the next question, , with a probability of . Depending on an understanding of the corresponding user input , the interaction history, , the DS-state evolution,
, and the back-end database , the dialog process will reach the state with a probability of . In the new state , each potential goal, , has a conditional probability, . In view of the proposed probabilistic framework, we can now express the probability of the current dialog situation conditioned on the past as a product of three probabilities shown below: (2) where the last probability term in the RHS of Eq. (2), , realizes the first function of the DM model to maintain the DS-state evolution of the dialog process which will be illustrated in detail in Sections IV and VI later. Meanwhile, the probability, , in the first term of the RHS in Eq. (2) characterizes the second function of the DM model for determining the next question based on the past state. In addition to the two components of the DM model, Eq. (2) also contains a probability, , the second term in the RHS, which can be regarded as the response model. For example, some questions are easy for users to answer, whereas others are not. In this study, we do not take this model into consideration. We simply assume that the users are collaborative and knowledgeable to always provide the correct answers to system questions.
For the initial state , the entropy on the goal set is:
After the th turn, the entropy at is represented by (4) and we can expect that: (5) i.e., the system progresses in a direction of reducing the goal uncertainty, or entropy, which is at a minimum when the goal is correctly and successfully reached. Therefore, a key objective of designing a good dialog system is equivalent to finding a strategy to quickly minimize the entropy.
III. TASK AND DATABASE DESCRIPTION Different from the conventional presentation flow, we describe the task and database in advance to make it easy to illustrate concepts of proposed DS-state and EMDM strategy. In this study, a Song-On-Demand (SoD) task is used to test the proposed probabilistic framework. The back-end database consists of 38,117 songs in total and each song is associated with a set of 12 attributes listed in Table I . These data were primarily collected from the internet and other sources. In the SoD task, a user attempts to find a song based on certain attributes of that song, and the system returns the correct song based on the information provided by the user. Although this is a simple task, it faces similar challenges in common with other spoken dialog tasks.
To characterize the music database, we take advantage of the fact that the distributions of these 12 attributes are different, as are their corresponding entropies. For example, the numbers of possible values for each of the 12 attributes are shown in the rightmost column of Table I , and the collection of 38,117 songs correspond to 10,322 albums and 3,020 singers. Some statistical information about these key attributes can be found in Fig. 1 . For example, there are more songs from female singers (at 54.4%) than from male singers shown in Fig. 1(a) . Most of the songs are in Chinese, including Mandarin, Cantonese and Hokkien shown in Fig. 1(b) . Moreover the "sad" tag ranks first in the emotion attribute as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
It is a difficult task to collect all relevant values of these attributes for so many songs. Some attribute information is missing for some songs. The three attributes of Singer, Album and Time are the best-presented attributes. Almost all songs have values for these three attributes. In contrast, the Style, Composer and Emotion categories are the top three attributes whose representations are missing among the songs in the database, with a missing rate of 53%, 50% and 20%, respectively. Because of the missing values of some attributes, the final goal set may include more than one song, all of which satisfy the requirements of the users.
IV. DYNAMIC STOCHASTIC STATE IN DIALOG SYSTEMS
The state definition plays an important role in characterizing a dialog system. It not only describes the system's situations but also partially determines the next actions that the system may execute [27] . In most current studies, such as those based on the MDP/POMDP framework, each state is represented by the values of all relevant internal variables [28] . Taking our SoD task as an example, the state description should include at least 12 variables that summarize all attributes of a song. In each interaction turn, after receiving additional information from the user's inputs, the system reaches its next state. Fig. 2 presents a state sequence example used to reach the goal, "Let It Go," a very popular theme song of Disney's "Frozen."
In the MDP framework, because the state description can be factored into a number of simple discrete components [19] , the states must be discrete and defined in advance in accordance with the task. For most practical dialog systems, the states are complex, and hence, the full state space would be intractably large [19] . To address the ASR and NLU errors, a "belief state" is introduced to indicate the probability distribution over all states at a specific time [20] in the POMDP framework. Therefore, scalability is a great challenge in the POMDP approach because of the curse of dimensionality and an increasing complexity in a long dialog history [39] .
In this paper, we attempt to depict dialog states in a different way. We use a distribution over the goal set to represent a state. This distribution is the result of the entire dialog interaction history and represents all the information available in that state. Moreover, the next system action jointly depends on the distribution and the DM strategy. Thus, the initial state can be represented by the prior distribution of the original goal set, and the uncertainty continues to decrease throughout the dialog process, until in the final state , the dialog process reaches the goal with a minimal uncertainty. For a particular state in the MDP/POMDP framework, each attribute must be assigned a value, whereas for the states we define here, the value of each attribute is also a random variable which can be calculated from the distribution over the goal set. We argue that the states defined in this way can represent the circumstances of a dialog process more accurately and efficiently. Furthermore, when this definition is used, the dialog states can no longer be defined in advance. Instead, they will be generated step-by-step during the dialog process. We term the dialog state here a Dynamic Stochastic State (DS-state). In the remainder of this paper, we use the symbol sequence, , to represent the DS-state sequence and its evolution through the dialog process will be described in detail later in Section VI.
V. ENTROPY MINIMIZATION DIALOG MANAGEMENT
The attributes are the primary source of information that can help to narrow down the candidate list based on a particular user entry. Therefore, the questions presented by the dialog systems should make a good use of these attributes. To simplify the system strategy, we assume that each question is related to only one of the attributes. In this case, if a user works collaboratively with the system, the user's answers should be related to the same attributes as do the corresponding questions. The prior probability of a potential goal is , and the conditional probability of for DS-state is , where is the attribute associated with and .
Assume that the attribute has distinct values, denoted by . We also use to denote the candidate set of goals for DS-state . Thus, . Therefore, the entropy of state can be calculated on the current goal set :
For DS-state , we denote the probabilities of each value of the attribute by . Then, we use to denote a subset of the current goal set , whose elements have values of the attribute that are equal to . Then, we have:
In this case, if we can learn that the user's intended value of the attribute is through one interaction, then the entropy of the remaining goals is: (8) Therefore, the entropy reduction in this turn of interaction is . We also assume that the users of the dialog system are cooperative and knowledgeable and that, when the system asks a question about the attribute , the users will answer with a value for that attribute . The probability of should follows the current marginal distribution as calculated in Eq. (7). Thus, the expected entropy reduction upon asking a question related to attribute in DS-state is as below: (9) represents the entropy of the attribute in the current DS-state . Therefore, the expected value of the entropy reduction is equivalent to that attribute's entropy on the goal set in the DS-state . Consequently, the dialog system should generate a question relevant to the attribute with the maximum entropy, with the hope that this question can achieve the maximum entropy reduction. When all questions are generated in Fig. 3 . An example of entropy evolution using the EMDM strategy.
this way, the dialog process can be robust and efficient. We refer to this strategy as Entropy Minimization Dialog Management (EMDM).
To illustrate the proposed EMDM strategy, we provide an example in Fig. 3 . Suppose the goal song is "Under The Moonlight" by the singer "Maggie Chiang" on the album "My room." The beginning of the dialog may be as follows:
System: What can I do for you? User: I'd like to listen to a song. Initially, based on all songs in the initial goal set and their attributes, the system begins with the marginal distributions of the 12 attributes and their corresponding entropies, shown in Fig. 3(a) . It is evident that the entropy of the attribute Album is higher than others. Therefore, the system chooses this attribute to generate a question to obtain a response from the user:
System: On which album does the song appear? User: The song is on the album "My Room" After the album information has been collected, there are 9 songs remaining in the goal set. The entropy of the Album attribute drops to 0, and the entropies of the other attributes are also updated, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The Lyricist attribute is now the one with the maximum entropy of 1.56. Therefore, the next question and the corresponding response are as follows:
System: Who is the lyricist for that song? User: Peggy Hsu Based on the lyricist information, there are only 3 candidate songs remaining. The entropies of these attributes are updated as indicated in Fig. 3(c) . Then, the Emotion attribute has the maximum entropy of 0.64, and the subsequent interaction between the system and the user is as follows:
System: What about the emotion? User: It's a little bit sad. Finally, we obtain the goal song "Under The Moonlight." Using the EMDM strategy, 3 turns of interaction are required to get the final result. Based on the back-end database and the entropy minimization algorithm, we achieve the goal in a minimal number of dialog turns.
If the user offers a different response, the dialog process will change. For the same goal song, we provide another example as follows: It demonstrates that the dialog manager can adapt to the situation and still achieve a minimal number of dialog turns.
VI. DS-STATE EVOLUTION WITH MULTIPLE SLU CANDIDATES
As mentioned in Section II, we use an input processing model to address the user's input utterances. The primary task of this input model is, beginning from the current DS-state , to update the distribution over the goal set, ) and reach the next DS-state, . The examples presented in Section V illustrate that the proposed EMDM strategy is very effective in the ideal situation. However, errors will be unavoidable in the ASR and NLU modules. We believe that a combination of DS-states and EMDM is capable of coping with these errors and help to guide the dialog process in a robust and efficient manner.
Many factors can lead to speech recognition and language understanding errors. For example, there are many albums, whose names are similar to each other, such as "Nothing But The Beat" by French DJ David Guetta and "Nothing But The Best" by American singer Frank Sinatra. When a user mentions "Nothing But The Best" in his/her input utterance, there is also some probability for the system to get the wrong intention. If such a situation happens, the dialog will go into wrong direction, and it will be very difficult to reach the correct goal as desired. Therefore, the ability to cope with the ASR and NLU errors is important to a good DM strategy.
Although errors are unavoidable in the ASR and NLU outputs, multiple candidates will certainly have a better recall rate for the correct answer than just producing a single output. In the last example, when a user mentions "Nothing But The Best," even "Nothing But The Beat" sometimes appears as the top-1 candidate, the correct answer of "Nothing But The Best" should be in the top-n candidates normally.
In the proposed probabilistic framework, we can make use of not only the best candidate, but also the top-n candidates with corresponding confidence scores. As long as the right answer can be included in these top-n candidates, there is still some possibility to reach the correct goal.
In the th interaction, in the DS-state with the probability,
, and the next DS-state will be with the probability, . For question issued by the dialog system, each candidate in the SLU results from the user's answer has a posterior probability, which is estimated as the ratio of the probability of this candidate to the whole search space [40] - [42] . These probabilities can be treated as a confidence measure of the corresponding song in the goal set, denoted by . Then, we update the distribution over the goal set using the rule proposed in [43] . Thus, in the th turn, the probabilities of the songs in the goal set are evaluated as follows: (10) In the th interaction, a candidate song has a probability , therefore the probability of not being a goal is . Meanwhile, if the corresponding confidence score is greater than 0; it is a new proof for potential goal , in another word, the probability of not supporting from the SLU results is . Then the overall probability is . If the confidence score equals to 0, the candidate song gets no support from the SLU results, so the probability shrinks according to the sum of all confidence scores from the SLU results.
In this way, we can extract more information from the multiple candidates obtained by the SLU module based on the user's inputs. This flexibility facilitates the dialog system to efficiently cope with unavoidable ASR and NLU errors.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A. Dialog Management Experiments in Ideal Settings
Using real dialogs between different users and a multiple-interaction dialog system is a good way to test the proposed DM strategies. However such a test is also very expensive to conduct. Therefore, for this series of experiments, we first designed a simulation scenario with a knowledgeable and cooperative user. For each dialog, the simulated user first chose a song from the back-end database as the goal, and the dialog system was given no information concerning the chosen song. When the dialog process began, in each interaction, the system asked one question about one particular attribute (e.g., "Who is the singer of the song"), and the simulated user answered in a cooperative way. Then, the system updated the goal set based on its understanding of the user's utterance. This process repeated until one of the following three conditions was met: 1) only one song remained in the candidate set, 2) the entropies of all 12 attributes dropped to 0, or 3) all attributes had been inquired about by the system. The dialog process concluded when the system returned a song to the user. Because there was no error in the results of parsing the user's utterances, the dialog could always achieve the correct target. Therefore, we used only the average number of turns required to reach an answer as an evaluation metric.
We compared the proposed EMDM strategy with three others, sequential, random, and DSDM discussed in [37] . The sequential strategy chose questions in a fixed order, one by one, consistent with Table I until a termination condition was met. The random strategy chose attributes in a random order. The DSDM method was an approximate entropy-based method. It assumed that attributes with more distinct values should have higher entropies, and that such attributes should be addressed first. We conduct the experiments in two different settings. First, we do not have any knowledge about which song is preferred by the users, and therefore every song in the database share the same prior probability. In this uniform setting case, every song was evaluated once with the four DM strategies. Second, we do have a prior distribution over the database, which is obtained from the users' dialog history. In this sampling setting case, 500,000 songs were sampled from the database according to the prior distribution and evaluated with different strategies. The average number of dialog turns required for each strategy is listed in Table II .
With the uniform setting in the middle column, the sequential and random strategy needed 9.3 and 8.3 dialog turns to achieve the target song on average. With the sampling setting in the right column, 8.3 and 7.2 dialog turns were needed by these two strategies, respectively. Comparing sequential and random strategies, shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , we found that the performance curve of the random strategy is much smoother than that of the sequential strategy. For the latter, the attributes were addressed in a fixed order. If we choose another order different from I, the performance must be changed. Therefore, the performance curve of sequential strategy reflects the characteristics of the database, whereas the performance of random strategy could be more stable. For these two strategies, unless the system reached a state in which only one candidate song remained after several turns, the dialog process did not end before queries related to all 12 attributes had been issued. Therefore, a large percentage of the dialogs required 12 turns of interaction. In fact, in some cases, if information on a certain attribute had already been acquired, it would be a waste to ask about certain other attributes. For example, if we already knew the singer of the goal song, then inquiring about the gender or region of the singer would be of no benefit. In contrast, the DSDM and EMDM strategies were both based on entropy analysis over the goal set. For a certain dialog, when all attributes of the remaining candidates had the same values, the entropy of the goal set became zero. Even if there were more than one song in the goal set, the dialog would stop. In such a case, fewer than 12 interaction turns were inquired. Furthermore, based on the analysis, these two entropy-based methods could choose informative questions to ask the users, giving a large reduction in the number of turns. As a result, the peaks in the performance curves on the upper right sides in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) moved to the lower left sides of the curves in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) showing fewer dialog turns.
The DSDM strategy chose the attribute with the maximum number of distinct values which might not be the most informative one. For example, if a set of songs corresponded to many distinct composers, but most of the songs were composed by only one of them, then the composer attribute might not be the most effective choice. The EMDM strategy was able to chose the most informative attribute about which to ask and therefore performed even better than the DSDM method. However, the Table III .
Because the DSDM and EMDM strategies are both based on entropy analysis, so in most situations, they make the same choice in the question to be asked next. However even with the "Uniform" setting shown in the top row, we still see that the chance for EMDM (4.09%) to perform better about two times than DSDM (2.23%). With the "Sampling" setting in the bottom row, the chance for EMDM (15.38%) to be better is more than 8 times than DSDM (1.87%), i.e., the proposed EMDM strategy can manage the dialog process in a more efficient and flexible manner than other competing strategies.
B. Dialog Management Experiments with SLU Errors
In the proposed probabilistic representation of the dialog process, the dialog DS-states are characterized by the distributions over the goal set, and can be updated based on the outputs of the SLU module using not only the top candidate, but also a set of multiple candidates in order to effectively cope with the potential ASR and NLU errors. Using the same back-end database we conducted a series of online tests with six real users. Focusing on the subset of 60 specific songs, we asked each subject to find 10 songs of the subset using the four tested strategies, sequential, random, DSDM, and EMDM. This yielded 60 test cases for each strategy.
A large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer [44] - [46] is used to conduct speech recognition on the input utterances. Next from the output multiple-candidate recognition results, a rule-based approach [47] , [48] is executed to generate multiplecandidate NLU results. Both ASR and NLU approaches used here are similar to what were adopted in the conventional systems. Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies are used as the performance metrics for both ASR and NLU results.
Based on the multiple candidates provided by the SLU module, Eq. (10) was used to update the current DS-state. Because the output candidates from the SLU module were each associated with a certain confidence measure, we could never obtain a goal song with a total certainty. Therefore, we changed the dialog termination conditions as follows:
1) one candidate song was dominant in probability, for example, more than 80% percent. Such a threshold was determined in an empirical manner; 2) all attributes had been inquired about by the system, or; 3) no candidates remained in the goal set. As shown in Table IV , the unavoidable ASR and NLU errors had a manifest impact on the performance of the four DM strategies. In the top row when the system asked the questions in a fixed order, only 50% of the dialogs finished successfully within 8.75 turns of the interaction on average. When random questions were asked by the system, the success rate was 61.7% and an average of 6.23 dialog turns was required. To handle these ASR and NLU errors more effectively, we utilized the top 5 SLU candidates to update the DS-states of the dialogs. In this case, the DSDM strategy required 5.73 dialog turns to achieve an 80% success rate. For the proposed EMDM strategy, the success rate was 86.7% and only 5.17 dialog turns were required on average, corresponding to the best performance among all tested strategies. The dialog turns of EMDM is statistical significantly better than DSDM ( ) [49] . For a comparison, we also list the turns of interaction without ASR and NLU errors in the rightmost column, which happens in the simulation scenario. To maintain a high success rate in a real situation, it always needs more interactions to cope with ASR and NLU errors in DSDM and EMDM. It is also obvious that EMDM strategy is better than DSDM.
The reason that different DM strategies exhibited different ASR and SLU accuracies could come from the fact that different questions were asked in different situations with different expected vocabulary complexities. Indeed, this is one of the key difficulties in comparing multiple-interaction dialog systems. Even for the same target and the same starting point, the dialog follows different paths if the system choose a different action on any given dialog turn. Therefore, for the different DM strategies, the ASR and SLU performances were evaluated on different test data sets. For questions about different attributes, the users' answers yielded different ASR and SLU errors. As shown in Fig. 5 , certain attributes, such as Language, Singer, Style and Emotion, tended to yield better accuracies, whereas for other attributes, such as Time, Lyricist, Composer and Region, the performances were much worse. The DM strategies also followed different distributions regarding which questions they chose to ask as shown in Fig. 6 . Because the sequential strategy followed a fixed order, later attributes were less frequently inquired about because more dialogs terminated before reaching them as shown in Fig. 6(a) . On the other hand the random strategy fol- lowed a uniform distribution in inquiring about the attributes as shown in Fig. 6(b) . From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , it is evident that the sequential DM strategy demonstrated slightly better ASR and SLU performances because certain attributes with high recognition errors, such as Lyricist, were rarely asked about. As shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) , the DSDM and EMDM strategies presented a large number of questions related to the attributes Album and Lyricist, which led to worse ASR and SLU accuracies as shown in the two bottom rows in Table IV. For the sequential and random strategies, when the dialog system received a user's input utterances, the system used the SLU results as an additional constraint. The dialog process stopped when a termination conditions was met. Because of the potential ASR and NLU errors resulting from processing the user's inputs, the single remaining candidate song might be different from the correct target, and sometimes there was no song left at all, which significantly degraded the dialog turn performances as shown in the top two rows in Table IV . Although the top-1 performances of the DSDM and EMDM strategies were not high, the SLU model also gave top 5 results (shown in parentheses together with the top-1 ASR and SLU accuracies), which yielded much better prediction performances. Furthermore, by virtue of the DS-state updating method, we could make a good use of these multiple candidates and always increase the probability of a presence of the correct targets in the candidate set. Meanwhile, the entropy-based approaches could also identify more informative questions to ask as the next system action. The EMDM strategy obtained the best performance in Table IV , as expected, because it took into account the distributions over the goal set, whereas the DSDM approach simply counted how many distinct values remained in those relevant attributes.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a probabilistic framework for representing spoken dialog systems is presented to model dialog interactions in which the user and the system works collaboratively to achieve users' goals. To describe the dialog process more accurately and efficiently, we define a new dynamic stochastic state which is characterized by a distribution over the goal set. Furthermore, an entropy minimization dialog management strategy is proposed to minimize the entropy of the goal set as rapidly as possible.
Based on the framework, we propose an efficient and effective solution consisting of two components, the updating of the DS-states based on multiple candidates from the SLU module and the execution of the EMDM strategy. Our experiments demonstrate that we could achieve the highest dialog success rate in the fewest turns of interaction using this solution. A Song-On-Demand task related to the retrieval of songs from a real-world music database was used in to evaluate the proposed solution. In a simulation situation with no ASR and SLU errors, we show that the proposed collaborative EMDM strategy yields the best results in terms of the least number of interaction turns required to accomplish a task. The comparison of four different DM strategies indicate that, entropy-based DM strategies are more efficient and effectively than non-entropy based DM. Moreover, with goal set distributions in EMDM, the efficiency is also better than those without them in DSDM. Furthermore, in practical scenario testing, with potential ASR and SLU errors, the proposed DS-states and EMDM strategy combination effectively exploits multiple candidates and therefore achieves the best dialog success rate and the minimum number of average dialog turns.
So far in this study, it was assumed that the user has a full knowledge of the attributes associated with each goal. However, in a real-world dialog scenario, only partial knowledge is available. To address this issue, the model component mentioned in Section II can be integrated into the probabilistic framework. We believe that the proposed dynamic stochastic states and entropy minimization dialog management strategy provide an efficient approach to designing and implementing dialog systems. Moreover, the framework is amenable to the integration of additional factors that may be relevant in real-world dialog problems, such as a user's preferences with regard to different goals, the characteristics of a user's behavior in different scenarios, and even changes of a user's mind.
